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the ending of the game is a bit of a letdown, as the game
takes itself way too seriously, but still manages to be
pretty entertaining and memorable. the ending is also a
bit too long and drawn out, as it repeats itself three
times before going to the credits. the best ending, imo, is
the second one, which is the most straightforward. it's
not too long and there's no spoilers. as such, star ocean
is a deep game that rewards experimentation. but all of
the series’ varied gameplay mechanics eventually boil
down to a core engine that can be tailored to each game,
so players can make their own luck as they see fit. theres
no need to worry about learning a new set of battle
mechanics when a new adventure awaits. viocide full
save game its easy enough to see why everyone enjoyed
star ocean, both those who didn’t (including this writer,
who panned it) and those who fell in love with its various
twists and turns. it was a turn-based rpg set in a new and
exciting universe, with a cast of appealing characters
and a few decent-sized dungeons to explore. there are
plenty of reasons to go back to the series, but even if
you’ve checked out star ocean in the past, this new
release should be enough to pull you back in. if you’re
looking for a game to challenge your rpg and game-
making skills in a new, original setting, star ocean:
integrity and faithlessness is a great place to start.
viocide full save game part of what made star ocean
such a standout game was its quality writing and high
production values. the series’ four major releases are all
great stories that are, at least in most respects, worthy
of their accolades. sadly, they also suffer from a common
problem: theyre structurally flawed. where other games
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in the genre have been able to weave their stories
together coherently by focusing on a single plot thread at
a time, star ocean struggles to keep its many threads
going simultaneously.
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the story culminates in a battle with an evil force called
the dark ones, which is exactly what i expected it to be.
the final battle is actually quite entertaining, though. as

the hero and his party of former allies fight the dark
ones, the battle encounters are arranged in a series of
waves. each wave includes the party, as well as a large
number of the dark ones. i particularly enjoyed the fight

with a dark one called vigor, who could be taken down by
my party of up to four characters. unlike in other games,
there is no rank system in star ocean, so you can keep
switching characters in and out and just focus on killing

vigor. in addition, there is a kind of rush mode where you
can press a button and all of the baddies in the level are

knocked out, allowing you to go on a rampage and
slaughter the remaining dark ones. i know this isn't the

full game, but there are also some cutscenes, and it
looks like there will be two story routes. there is also a
sequel coming. so this is the one to play if you want a
new star ocean game. as a side note, these games are

written in japanese and english, and there is a
completely different main character for each. this is a bit

ridiculous, but it can sometimes be a relief that there
isn't one standard protagonist for the entire series.

speaking of the story, the battle system is superb. all of
your characters have their own unique moveset, and
when your party has a certain level of friendship, they

gain access to bonus moves that they can perform
during battle. the final boss is actually a wonderfully
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powerful opponent, so you can really work your way
through your party to defeat him. the bosses are also
customized, so you have a chance to change up your

movesets and tactics as the battle progresses. once you
beat a boss, the party gains levels, and you are

presented with a new arena and boss. this system makes
for a very replayable battle system. 5ec8ef588b
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